Date:  June 29, 2006

To:  All Coleman Evcon Distributors
    All Regional Sales Managers
    All Field Service Supervisors

SUBJECT:  G8C & GF8 Multi Positional, 31 ½” Tall, 80% Furnace
          Air Leakage Around Vestibule Panel At Burners
          Kit Numbers #S1-37323842001 and #S1-37323842002

These kits are the result of product reports submitted on the subject:

Kits were developed to eliminate the air leakage around the vestibule panel at the burner box and
prevent roll out switch nuisance tripping.

⚠️ Please follow the step-by-step instructions supplied with the kit exactly when installing the
kit.

There are two kits available:
Kit #S1-37323842001 is for the 50,000 to 100,000 input models.
Kit #S1-37323842002 is for the 125,000 and 150,000 input models.

Both kits contain two brackets for left and right sides of the vestibule panel burner box and a
Limit Gasket for the backside of the limit control on all models.

Kit #S1-37323842001 for the 50,000 to 100,000 input models also contains:
Three sets of brackets for the top and bottom of the vestibule panel burner box of the 50,000,
75,000 and 100,000 input models.

Kit #S1-37323842002 for the 125,000 and 150,000 input models also contains:
Two sets of brackets for the top and bottom of the vestibule panel burner box of the 125,000 and
150,000 input models.

York will provide a 2 hr labor allowance per unit to install these kits as needed.
This is a fix on fail only.

File standard warranty claims and reference this service letter.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.

Ron Butcher     Robert Cabrera
Ron Butcher     Robert Cabrera
Field Service Supervisor  Senior Project Engineer